Standing Rules of Competition

Section 7.1 - Height Cards

a. Height Cards are optional.

1) A dog's owner can apply to NAFA(R) for a height card application one (1) year after the dog has earned NAFA(R) points.

   a) application for height cards, along with the fee listed in Appendix A, must be submitted through the NAFA making address

   b) Each application will be embossed with the corporate seal and numbered.

   c) The applicant will submit at least two (2) tournaments they will be attending for NAFA to consider as potential measuring tournaments.

2) All dogs require three (3) matching measurements from three (3) different approved NAFA Judges.

   a) At least one (1) of the three (3) matching measurements must be a NAFA designated Supervising Judge.

   b) At least one (1) of the three (3) judges must be a NAFA Measuring Judge assigned on the Height Card Application Form by NAFA.

   c) NAFA will assign a specific Measuring Judge, and a tournament where the measuring will take place, for each Height Card Application.

   d) Apprentice and Provisional Judges shall not measure for Height Card Applications, Form (C. 10).

3) only one (1) height card measurement may be obtained per tournament.

4) Applications must be presented to the measuring recorder before the dog is measured and the measuring Head Judge or the NAFA designated Measuring Judge must be notified that the height is being recorded for a height card prior to measuring the dog.